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Abstract
A covering array CA(N ; t, k, v) of strength t is an N × k array of
symbols from an alphabet of size v such that in every N × t subarray,
every t-tuple occurs in at least one row. A covering array is optimal if
it has the smallest possibleN for given t, k, and v, and uniform if every
symbol occurs ⌊N/v⌋ or ⌈N/v⌉ times in every column. Prior to this
paper the only known optimal covering arrays for t = 2 were orthog-
onal arrays, covering arrays with v = 2 constructed from Sperner’s
Theorem and the Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado Theorem, and eleven other param-
eter sets with v > 2 and N > v2. In all these cases, there is a uniform
covering array with the optimal size. It has been conjectured that
there exists a uniform covering array of optimal size for all parame-
ters. In this paper a new lower bound as well as structural constraints
for small uniform strength-2 covering arrays are given. Moreover, cov-
ering arrays with small parameters are studied computationally. The
size of an optimal strength-2 covering array with v > 2 and N > v2 is
now known for 21 parameter sets. Our constructive results continue
to support the conjecture.
1 Introduction
A covering array CA(N ; t, k, v) of strength t is an N × k array of symbols
from an alphabet of size v such that in every N × t subarray, every t-tuple
occurs in at least one row. We will use Zv = {0, 1, . . . , v − 1} as the alpha-
bet for all of our covering arrays. A covering array is optimal if it has the
smallest possible N for given t, k, and v, and uniform if every symbol occurs
either ⌊N/v⌋ or ⌈N/v⌉ times in every column. A uniform CA(N ; t, k, v) is de-
noted by UCA(N ; t, k, v). The smallest value of N for which a CA(N ; t, k, v)
(respectively UCA(N ; t, k, v)) exists is denoted by CAN(t, k, v) (respectively
UCAN(t, k, v)).
Covering arrays are extensively studied designs with many applications.
There are several surveys of covering arrays [4,11,19]; for more recent studies
see [1,5,6,10,34,43,45]. Uniform covering arrays are particularly useful since
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they are used in some constructions to create larger covering arrays [8,10,33,
46]. In this work, we only consider strength-2 covering arrays; thus we omit
the parameter t for brevity, and write CA(N ; k, v) and UCA(N ; k, v) instead
of CA(N ; 2, k, v) and UCA(N ; 2, k, v), respectively. We also use CAN(k, v)
and UCAN(k, v) for CAN(2, k, v) and UCAN(2, k, v).
A covering array with N = v2 is an orthogonal array and it is necessarily
both uniform and optimal. For v = 2 it is known ([16,17]) that CAN(k, 2) =
n, where (
n− 2
⌈(n− 1)/2⌉
)
< k ≤
(
n− 1
⌈n/2⌉
)
.
Moreover, for v = 2 and all k, there is a uniform covering array of optimal
size, so UCAN(k, 2) = CAN(k, 2) (this is a consequence of a graph homo-
morphism and graph core result [23, Theorem 5]).
Prior to this work, as far as we have been able to verify, the other optimal
values known when N > v2 were CAN(5, 3) = 11, CAN(6, 3) = CAN(7, 3) =
12, CAN(8, 3) = CAN(9, 3) = 13, CAN(10, 3) = 14, CAN(6, 4) = 19,
CAN(7, 4) = 21, CAN(7, 5) = 29, CAN(4, 6) = 37, and CAN(5, 6) = 39
(see Table 2 in the current paper for references). In all these cases, there
exists an optimal covering array that is also uniform. In fact, to date there
has not been a single set of parameters found for which none of the optimal
covering arrays is uniform. This has led the second and sixth author of the
current paper to make the following conjecture [23, Conjecture 1].
Conjecture 1. If there exists a CA(N ; k, v) then there exists a UCA(N ; k, v).
Recently, Torres-Jimenez [42] found examples of optimal, but not uni-
form, covering arrays with the additional property that the array has the
maximum number of columns (maximum k) for the given number of rows
(given N). One generalization of covering arrays is covering arrays avoiding
forbidden edges where certain pairs of symbols in certain columns are for-
bidden [9]. There exists an arc-transitive 4-partite graph where the unique
optimal covering array avoiding the edges of the graph cannot be uniform
[37]. This does not refute the conjecture but it does show that placing even
highly symmetric constraints on covering arrays can force non-uniformity of
optimal arrays.
An analogous problem has also been studied for covering and packing
(error-correcting) codes. For binary covering codes, there are sets of pa-
rameters for which all optimal codes are nonuniform [30]. For binary error-
correcting codes, there are even sets of parameters for which all optimal codes
have a nonuniform distribution of coordinate values in all coordinates [31].
The main challenge in studying Conjecture 1—in searching for a counter-
example—is to determine CAN(k, v). This can be done via a lower bound
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and a constructive upper bound that meet. There are some well-known con-
structions for covering arrays. Specific covering arrays can be found by meta-
heuristic search techniques [3,27], using constraint programming models [12]
or by applying post-optimization techniques to known constructions [25]. In
practice, however, strong enough bounds are in general available only for
limited sets of parameters [12, 36]
A new lower bound on the size of covering arrays is proved in this paper.
Analytical methods can be augmented with computational techniques, which
will be utilized in the current work to determine CAN(k, v) up to the limits
set by the available algorithms and computational resources.
In this paper, new lower bounds and structural constraints on uniform
covering arrays are given in Section 2. Computational methods, including
exhaustive search and classification procedures, are described in Section 3.
Equivalent covering arrays can be made from permuting columns, rows, or
symbols. A central aspect of efficient exhaustive search in general and clas-
sification in particular is avoiding finding different copies of the same array;
this process is called isomorph rejection. These concepts are discussed in
more detail in Section 3. An extensive table of classification results is given
in Section 3.2. Finally, our computational results are discussed in Section 4,
which also contains updated tables of bounds on CAN(k, v) and UCAN(k, v)
for 4 ≤ k ≤ 10 and 3 ≤ v ≤ 6.
2 Bounds for small covering arrays
2.1 A lower bound for uniform covering arrays
The following theorem can be used to get a lower bound on the size of a
uniform covering array.
Theorem 1. Let C be a UCA(N ; k, v). Let d = ⌊N/v⌋ and i = N − vd.
Then
(k2−3k+2v)N2−v(k(2v−1)−2)(k−1)N+k(k(v4−v3+vi−i2)−(v4−v3+3vi−3i2)) ≥ 0
and a necessary condition for equality is that every pair of rows in C agree
in at least one and at most two columns.
Proof. Let C be a UCA(N ; k, v), d = ⌊N/v⌋, and i = N − vd. To arrive at
the inequality, we will find an upper and a lower bound for the number of
pairs of rows which agree in at least one position. An upper bound is the
total number of pairs of rows,
(
N
2
)
.
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To get a lower bound on the number of pairs of rows we introduce two new
parameters. Define M1 to be the number of triples (r, r
′, c) for which rows r
and r′ agree in column c. Further define M2 to be the number of quadruples
(r, r′, c, c′) for which rows r and r′ agree in columns c and c′. Then M1−M2
is a lower bound on the number of pairs of rows which agree in at least one
position. (Indeed, M1 −M2 consists of the first two terms in the summation
using the principle of inclusion and exclusion.)
This gives us the bound
M1 −M2 ≤
(
N
2
)
, (1)
which is tight if and only if every pair of rows in C agree in at least one and
at most two columns.
Since the array is uniform, in every column there are i symbols which
appear d + 1 times and v − i symbols which appear only d times. Thus the
contribution to M1 from any column is i
(
d+1
2
)
+ (v − i)(d
2
)
and the sum of
these over all columns is
M1 = k
(
i
(
d+ 1
2
)
+ (v − i)
(
d
2
))
=
kd(N − v + i)
2
. (2)
Next, we find an upper bound for M2. Consider columns c and c
′. Let
λc,c
′
x,y be the number of rows r such that Cr,c = x and Cr,c′ = y, and let µ
c,c′
x
be the number of pairs of rows r and r′ such that Cr,c = Cr′,c = x and
Cr,c′ = Cr′,c′. It follows from the definition that
µc,c
′
x =
∑
y
(
λc,c
′
x,y
2
)
. (3)
The number of pairs of rows that agree in columns c and c′ is then
∑
x µ
c,c′
x .
For each x, let mcx be the number of times x occurs in column c. Since∑
y λ
c,c′
x,y = m
c
x and λ
c,c′
x,y ≥ 1 for all y, it can be seen that Equation (3) is
maximized for each x when there is a yx such that λ
c,c′
x,yx
= mcx + 1 − v, and
λc,c
′
x,y = 1 for all y 6= yx. This gives
∑
x
µc,c
′
x ≤
∑
x
(
mcx + 1− v
2
)
= i
(
d+ 2− v
2
)
+ (v − i)
(
d+ 1− v
2
)
. (4)
The last equality follows from the fact that i symbols occur d + 1 times
in column c, and v − i symbols occur d times in column c. This bound is
attained if and only if there is a permutation pi of {0, 1, . . . , v− 1} such that
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the number of times x appears in column c equals the number of times pi(x)
appears in column c′ for each x, and λx,y = 1 whenever y 6= pi(x).
Summing (4) over all pairs of columns gives us an upper bound for M2,
M2 =
∑
c,c′
∑
x
µc,c
′
x ≤
k(k − 1)(d+ 1− v)(N − v2 + i)
4
. (5)
Applying (2) and (5) to (1) and multiplying both sides by 4v yields the
bound from the theorem.
Theorem 1 is particularly useful for small k.
Corollary 2. If there exists a UCA(N ; v+2, v), then N ≥ v2+v−1. Further,
if N = v2 + v − 1, then every pair of rows must agree in either one or two
positions, and in each pair of columns there are exactly v − 1 disjoint pairs
of symbols that appear twice.
Similarly we can apply Theorem 1 to covering arrays with few columns.
Corollary 3. Assume that there exists a UCA(N ; v + j, v).
1. If j = 3, then N > v2 + 3v/2 − 5/2. If additionally 2 < v ≤ 11, then
N > v2 + 3v/2− 2.
2. If j = 4 then, N > v2 + 2v − 5. If additionally v ≤ 6, then N ≥
v2 + 2v − 4.
3. If j = 5, then N > v2 + 7v/3− 13/2.
4. If j = 6, then N > v2 + 8v/3− 21/2.
5. If j = 7, then N > v2 + 3v − 15.
In the previous corollary, there are similar improvements possible in the
constant term in the lower bound on N when v is sufficiently small for j ≥ 5.
We only state the improved bounds for j = 3 and 4.
The form of the bound in Theorem 1 does not let us easily identify its be-
haviour as a function of k, but, by losing the accuracy given by the residue of
N mod v, we can obtain a weaker bound that has a more directly computable
form.
Corollary 4. Let
b = (2v − 3)k2 + (−2v + 5)k + (−4v + 2),
a = 2k2 − 6k + 4v, and
D = k4 + (8v2 − 16v + 2)k3 + (−8v3 + 24v − 3)k2 + (8v3 − 8v2 − 8v − 4)k + 4.
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If there exists a UCA(N ; k, v), then
N ≥ v
(
b+
√
D
a
)
(6)
Proof. Consider a uniform covering array CA(N ; k, v). Let N ′ be the least
multiple of v that is at least N . This means that N ′ ≤ N + v − 1 and the
uniform CA(N ; k, v) can be extended to a CA(N ′; k, v) in which each column
has each symbol occurring exactly N ′/k times. Theorem 1 can be applied to
the CA(N ′; k, v), to get that
2vN ′(N ′ − 1) ≥ k (2(N ′)(N ′ − v)− (k − 1)(N ′ − v2 + v)(N ′ − v2)) .
This reduces to
0 ≤ (k2 − 3k + 2v)(N ′)2 − v(k − 1)(2kv − k − 2)N ′ − k(k − 1)(v4 − v3) ≤ 0
Then N ′ must be bounded below by the quadratic’s larger root. The result
follows since N ′ − (v − 1) ≤ N .
By taking the derivative of Inequality (6) with respect to k and approxi-
mating its roots we compute that this bound reaches it maximum at a value
of k less than, but close to
kmax ≈ 16v
2 − 20v − 15
8v − 16 = 2v +
3
2
+
9
8v − 16 .
The error in this approximation is less then 0.5 after v = 16. The value of
the bound at this maximum point is approximately
Nv = UCAN(2, kmax, v) ≥ 2.4142v − 1.17678− 3.5026v + 10.2260
8v2 + 8v − 4 .
That is, for k > kmax the value of the bound from Corollary 4 is smaller than
Nv. Since we know that UCAN(2, k+1, v) ≥ UCAN(2, k, v), the bound from
Corollary 4 loses its utility for any k > kmax. The maximum useful k for the
bound of Theorem 1 must also be close to this kmax. In our classification
results six uniform covering arrays meet the bound from Theorem 1. Five
have k = v + 2 and one, UCA(21; 7, 4), has k = v + 3.
2.2 Constraints on covering arrays with v + 2 columns
The strongest structural conditions implied by equality in Theorem 1 happen
when k = v + 2 and N = v2 + v − 1. We further investigate covering arrays
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with these parameters. First we introduce some notation. In a uniform
covering array UCA(v2 + v − 1; k, v), in each column every symbol occurs
either v times or v + 1 times. An entry in a UCA(N ; k, v) is called a high
frequency entry if the symbol in the entry occurs at least v + 1 times in the
entry’s column.
Theorem 5. Let C be a UCA(v2 + v − 1; v + 2, v) and let ai be the number
of rows that contain exactly i high frequency entries. Then
v+2∑
i=0
ai = v
2 + v − 1, (7)
v+2∑
i=0
iai = (v + 2)(v − 1)(v + 1), (8)
v+2∑
i=0
i2ai = (v + 2)(v + 1)
2(v − 1). (9)
Further, a0 ≤ 1, and a1 = a2 = 0.
Proof. Let C be a UCA(v2 + v − 1; v + 2, v). For a column, c, denote by Sc
the set of symbols in high frequency entries. We know |Sc| = v − 1.
Equation (7) is established by simply counting the rows of C. Equa-
tion (8) is established by computing the cardinality of the set
{(x, c, r) | 0 ≤ c < v + 2, Cr,c = x ∈ Sc}.
Equation (9) is established by computing the cardinality of the set
{(x, c, y, c′, r) | 0 ≤ c 6= c′ < v + 2, Cr,c = x ∈ Sc, Cr,c′ = y ∈ Sc′}.
There is exactly one symbol per column that is repeated exactly v times.
So if two rows had no high frequency entries, then both rows would only
contain the symbols that occur exactly v times. This would mean that a
pair of such symbols is repeated and C could not be a covering array. Thus
a0 ≤ 1.
To establish that a1 = a2 = 0, let r be a fixed row containing i symbols
which appear v + 1 times in their column. For any of the other v2 + v − 2
rows b, let µr,b be the number of columns where rows r and b agree. Counting
the flags (c, b) with 0 ≤ c < v + 2, b 6= r and Cb,c = Cr,c we have∑
b6=r
µr,b = v
2 + v − 2 + i, (10)
µ =
v2 + v − 2 + i
v2 + v − 2 . (11)
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Counting the flags (c, c′, b) such that 0 ≤ c 6= c′ < v + 2, Cb,c = Cr,c, and
Cb,c′ = Cr,c′ we have ∑
b6=r
(
µr,b
2
)
≤
(
i
2
)
, (12)
(this follows since only high frequency entries can occur twice). Using Equa-
tion (10), this implies that∑
b6=r
µ2r,b ≤ v2 + v − 2 + i2. (13)
Now we get
0 ≤
∑
b6=r
(µr,b − µ)2
= −µ2(v2 + v − 2) +
∑
b6=r
µ2r,b
≤ ii(v
2 + v − 3)− (2v2 + 2v − 4)
v2 + v − 2 .
Which implies that i = 0 or i ≥ ⌈2 + 2/(v2 + v − 3)⌉ = 3.
Corollary 6. Let C be a UCA(v2 + v − 1; v + 2, v) and let ai be the number
of rows that have exactly i high frequency entries. If a0 = 1, then av+1 =
v2 + v − 2 and ai = 0 for all other i.
Proof. If a0 = 1 then (7), (8) and (9) imply that the average i is i = v + 1.
The variance in the distribution of i 6= 0 is equal to 0, since
v+2∑
i=1
(i− i)2 = −i2(v + 2)(v − 1) +
v+2∑
i=1
i2ai
= (v + 2)(v − 1)(v + 1)2 − (v + 2)(v − 1)(v + 1)2.
All this leaves open the possible existence of a CA(N ; v+2, v) with N <
v2 + v − 1 (and thus smaller than those described in Corollary 3) if only the
covering array is not uniform. However some constraints exist even in this
case for CA(N ; v+2, v). In [36], the following result is proved using a similar
counting method.
Theorem 7. Assume that there exists a CA(N ; k, v) that has a row that
contains at most two high frequency entries. If k = v+2, then N ≥ v2+v−1;
and if k ≥ v + 3, then N ≥ v2 + v.
Assume that there exists a CA(N ; k, v) that has a row that contains at
most three high frequency entries. If k ≥ v + 2, then N ≥ v2 + v − 1.
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3 Classifying covering arrays
In all of our computer-aided studies of covering arrays, we fix the parameters
of the array: the order, v; the degree, k; and the size, N . We further consider
covering arrays as multisets of their rows. (Given two multisets, S and T ,
the multiset sum S ⊎ T is the set for which the multiplicity of each element
is the sum of its multiplicities in S and T .) Two covering arrays are then
said to be equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a permutation
of the columns and by column-wise permutations of the elements of Zv. A
transformation that maps a covering array C onto itself is an automorphism,
and the set of all automorphisms form the (full) automorphism group of C,
denoted by Aut(C). Our computer search builds all inequivalent covering
arrays with a given parameter set.
For isomorph rejection, we represent covering arrays as coloured graphs
(this is described below) and, using nauty [22], we may also determine the
automorphism group for graphs and thereby the corresponding arrays. The
coloured graph G corresponding to a covering array C is constructed in the
following standard way [32].
The vertices of G will be coloured with two colours. Colourings of graphs
are the mechanism that nauty [22] uses to forbid certain mappings between
vertices; they need not be proper colourings. First, G contains k disjoint
copies of the complete graph of order v; all of these vertices are coloured
with the first colour. These vertices represent the entries in the columns of
the CA; the ith copy of the complete graph corresponds to the ith column
and the jth vertex in each copy corresponds to the symbol j in that column.
Further, G contains N vertices, representing the rows of C, all coloured
with the second colour. Each such vertex is connected to the k vertices
corresponding to the column-symbol pairs that occur in that row. Note that
the obvious homomorphism Aut(G) → Aut(C) has a nontrivial kernel if
there are duplicate rows.
Our main method, presented in Section 3.1, constructs one representative
from each equivalence class of covering arrays, CA(N ; k, v). This is done by
starting with a set of representatives of the equivalence classes of covering
arrays CA(N ; 2, v), and sequentially adding columns, rejecting equivalent
covering arrays after every step. Canonical augmentation [14, Sect. 4.2.3],
[21] is used when extending representatives of covering arrays CA(N ; k′, v) to
representatives of covering arrays CA(N ; k′ + 1, v); this part is described in
detail in Section 3.1.2. Further, since our goal is to classify all CA(N ; k, v) for
certain k but not necessarily those that have a smaller number of columns,
we can occasionally speed up the search by rejecting some partial arrays
that cannot be extended to a full k-column covering array; the method is
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described in Section 3.1.3. When studying only uniform covering arrays, it
is easy to modify the algorithm to require uniformity.
3.1 Algorithm
In this section, we describe the algorithm for classifying all covering arrays
CA(N ; k + 1, v), starting from a set of equivalence class representatives of
covering arrays CA(N ; k, v). To apply such an algorithm, we need a base
case, which here is a classification of the covering arrays CA(N ; 2, v). Since
all v2 pairs of symbols must occur in the two columns of those covering arrays,
we may focus on the N − v2 excess rows and just the equivalence issue. For
the excess part in the first column, the symbol distributions are in one-to-one
correspondence to the integer partitions of N − v2 into at most v parts. In
the second column we may take obvious symmetries into account to reduce
the number of candidates considered. Finally, equivalent arrays are rejected.
3.1.1 Extending covering arrays
Consider a covering array C ′ obtained by adding a column to a covering
array C. The symbols in the new column in C ′ induce a partition of the
rows of C into covering arrays of strength 1. We call a subset of C that is
a covering array of strength 1 a cover of C. If no proper subset of a cover
of C is a cover of C, we call it a minimal cover of C. Each cover of C has
one or more subsets that are minimal covers. For a cover D, we denote the
lexicographically smallest subset that is a minimal cover by φ(D).
When extending covering arrays, we first determine D, the set of all
minimal covers of C. Then we find all sets {D1, D2, . . . , Dv} of v minimal
covers that pack inside C, that is,
⊎
iDi ⊆ C. For each such set, we generate
all full partitions {C1, C2, . . . , Cv} of C, where Di ⊆ Ci for all i, by adding
the remaining rows in the sets Di in all possible ways. To avoid repetition,
we reject in the search all partitions for which Di 6= φ(Ci). To get a covering
array from an unlabeled partition, we map the symbols to the parts such
that the resulting covering array is lexicographically smallest; this mapping
from partitions to covering arrays is required in the sequel.
3.1.2 Isomorph rejection
Having generated all extensions of C up to permutation of symbols in the
last column, canonical augmentation is used for isomorph rejection in two
phases. The first phase rejects some arrays and ensures that two remaining
arrays can be equivalent only if they were generated from the same C, and
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further that there is an automorphism of C that maps one onto another. The
second phase then accepts precisely one array from each equivalence class.
Actually the two phases can be carried out in arbitrary order, and in our
implementation Condition 3 below is checked first to help in validating the
results, to be discussed later.
In the first phase, we use the v-tuple consisting of the counts of each
symbol in that column sorted in descending order as an invariant of a column.
For example, if a column contains three entries equal to 0, six entries equal
to 1, and three entries equal to 2, then the invariant is (6, 3, 3). A covering
array C ′ passes the first phase of canonical augmentation if:
1. no other column has lexicographically smaller invariant than the last
column, and
2. out of those columns with the same invariant as the last column, the
last column is in the orbit that gets the smallest label in a canonical
labeling by nauty.
Let µ be the largest multiplicity of a symbol in the column of C that has
the smallest invariant. The first condition ensures that in a canonically
augmented C ′, there is no symbol in the new column with multiplicity larger
than µ. This allows us to remove from D all minimal covers with size larger
than µ before the search begins and also not consider full partitions of C for
which one part has size larger than µ.
For the second phase, we treat the array C ′ as a partition of C. Let c be
an arbitrarily chosen row of C which has multiplicity 1 and is held fixed for
the search of extensions of C. Let C be the orbit of C ′ under the action of
Aut(C), and let χ(C ′, c) = φ(A) where A is the part in C ′ that contains c.
An array C ′ passes the second phase if
3. χ(C ′, c) ≤ χ(C ′′, c) for all C ′′ ∈ C, and
4. C ′ is the smallest in the set {C ′′ ∈ C : χ(C ′′, c) = χ(C ′, c)}, in terms of
lexicographical ordering of the corresponding arrays.
Condition 3 allows us to reject from D all minimal covers D that contain c
for which there is a g ∈ Aut(C) such that c ∈ gD and gD < D. To this end,
the row c is selected to be the one that maximizes the number of minimal
covers that are rejected from D.
3.1.3 A pruning condition
Let N and v be integers with N < v(v + 1). Let C be a CA(N ; k, v) and let
C ′ be a CA(N ; k′, v) that is obtained by adding δ = k′ − k columns to C.
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Since N is strictly less than v2 + v, each of the last δ columns of C ′ contain
at least one symbol of multiplicity v, each of which corresponds to a cover
of size v in C. For each pair of columns and each symbol of multiplicity v,
the two covers intersect in exactly one row (considering duplicate rows as
separate elements). Thus C has a set of δ covers of size v which pairwise
intersect in only one row.
If we are interested only in covering arrays CA(N ; k′, v) and not in cov-
ering arrays CA(N ; k′′, v) for any k < k′′ < k′, we can restrict our search to
the covering arrays CA(N ; k, v) that satisfy this property. We gain further
speedup by running the search for each possible way to fix the set of δ covers
of size v that intersect in the desired way, as fixing the set allows rejecting
many covers in D immediately.
3.1.4 Some implementation details
A core subroutine of the algorithm is that of finding subsets of D that pack
inside C. This was implemented in two different ways, one using Cliquer [26]
and one using libexact [15]. The simpler approach using Cliquer is faster in
some cases, but in most cases, the approach using libexact is faster.
To use Cliquer we define G to be a graph with a vertex for every cover
in D and an edge between two covers if their multiset sum is a subset of C.
A packing corresponds to a clique of size v in G, but a clique may not be
a valid packing if there are not enough duplicate rows in C. Further, when
N ≥ v(v + 1), two covers in a packing may be identical, so elements in D
for which all rows have multiplicity greater than 1 in C must be represented
with duplicated vertices in G.
The library libexact is used to find all solutions to a system of linear
equations Ax = b with 0 ≤ xj ≤ uj where A is a (0, 1)-matrix. We set up
the instance as follows. For each cover in D, we have a variable whose value
is the multiplicity of the cover in the packing. For each different row in C,
we then have an inequality; namely, the row should occur in the packing at
most as many times as it occurs in C. To encode this as an equality, we
add a variable for each row that whose value is the slack in that inequality
(that is, how many instances of the row in C are not covered by the packing).
Further, to force a solution to have exactly v covers, we add a condition that
the sum of variables corresponding to covers in D must be equal to v. The
upper bounds of each variable are directly obtained from the equalities, as
all variables are nonnegative.
We introduce further slack variables to account for conditions on the sizes
of covers in the packing. These slack variables have no effect on the solutions
but they speed up the search by identifying some branches that cannot lead
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to a solution. For a valid packing, let Mv be the number of covers of size v,
let Mv+1 be the number of covers of size v+1, and let M≥v+2 be the number
of covers of size at least v + 2. We have
Mv ≤ v, (14)
vMv + (v + 1)Mv+1 + (v + 2)M≥v+2 ≤ N. (15)
Here (15) is obtained by counting the rows in each cover. We define s1 and
s2 to be the slack variables in (14) and (15), respectively, giving
s1 +Mv = v, (16)
s1 + s2 +M≥v+2 = N − v2, (17)
where we used Mv +Mv+1 +M≥v+2 = v to get (17). These equations can
be directly implemented by writing Mv and M≥v+2 as sums of the variables
corresponding to covers of size v or at least v + 2, respectively. The upper
bound of s1 and s2 in the libexact instance is set to N − v2, which follows
from (17).
3.2 Computational results
A classification is here carried out for v = 3, 4, 5, 6 and values of N up to
the computational limit. The listed times refer to a single logical core of an
Intel Xeon E5 family processor with multi-threading enabled. Specifically,
CA(N ; k, v) are classified for 10 ≤ N ≤ 14 when v = 3, for 17 ≤ N ≤ 20
when v = 4, for 26 ≤ N ≤ 29 when v = 5, and for 37 ≤ N ≤ 40 when v = 6.
The full classification is performed for all possible values of k, except for the
cases of CA(29; k, 5) and CA(40; k, 6), where some values of k were skipped
using the method described in Section 3.1.3 to get to the cases of CA(29; 7, 5)
and CA(40; 6, 6); the latter has 0 solutions so a CA(40; k, 6) exists exactly
when k ≤ 5.
Due to the computational time, we are unable to carry out a complete
classification in the following cases: CA(21; k, 4) with k ∈ {3, . . . , 8}; CA(30; k, 5)
with k ∈ {3, . . . , 8}; and CA(41; k, 6) with k ∈ {3, . . . , 7}. For example, we
predict that classifying CA(21, 7, 4) would take 130 core-years.
In all these cases, the number of uniform arrays is also obtained. Finally,
in the uniform cases, the classification of UCA(21; k, 4) and UCA(30; k, 5) is
performed exhaustively and for UCA(41; k, 6) partially, skipping levels to get
to UCA(41; 7, 6); the latter has 0 solutions so a UCA(41; k, 6) exists exactly
when k ≤ 6.
A complete table of results obtained for CA(N ; k, v) and UCA(N ; k, v)
is given in Table 1. When δ is not given, all covering arrays and uniform
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covering arrays are classified. When δ is given, the stated quantities are the
numbers of covering arrays or uniform covering arrays obtained using the
method in Section 3.1.3 with the given δ. These quantities are lower bounds
for the numbers of all covering arrays and uniform covering arrays. In cases
where the count of all covering arrays is not given, only uniform covering
arrays are classified. Cliquer is used in the cases marked with †, and libexact
is used in all other cases.
Because a covering array occurs as a subset of a covering array with more
rows, the classification results of smaller N could be obtained from the results
of larger N ; however, the running times are reported separately to give an
idea of how the running time of the algorithm depends on N . The method to
generate inequivalent 2-column arrays is not optimized and the time is not
comparable to the other times so the time for k = 2 is not reported; in all
cases the generation takes less than 10 seconds.
Table 1: Detailed computational results
v N k δ # CA # UCA CPU time
3 10 2 1 1
3 10 3 3 3 < 0.01 s
3 10 4 2 2 < 0.01 s
3 10 5 0 0 < 0.01 s
3 11 2 3 1
3 11 3 20 9 0.01 s
3 11 4 27 8 0.02 s
3 11 5 3 3 0.01 s
3 11 6 0 0 < 0.01 s
3 12 2 7 1
3 12 3 134 9 0.02 s
3 12 4 987 53 0.16 s
3 12 5 891 125 0.38 s
3 12 6 13 11 0.10 s
3 12 7 1 1 < 0.01 s
3 12 8 0 0 < 0.01 s
3 13 2 16 3
3 13 3 937 151 0.09 s
3 13 4 53 523 12 747 6.0 s
3 13 5 739 845 302 524 144.5 s
3 13 6 752 165 506 680 940.8 s
3 13 7 24 934 22 539 600.9 s
3 13 8 5 5 11.4 s
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Table 1: Detailed computational results (cont.)
v N k δ # CA # UCA CPU time
3 13 9 4 4 < 0.01 s
3 13 10 0 0 < 0.01 s
3 14 2 32 4
3 14 3 5 973 476 0.51 s
3 14 4 2 212 568 214 630 580.2 s
3 14 5 325 046 812 43 473 308 29.9 h
3 14 6 7 759 008 032 1 516 020 148 54.1 d
3 14 7 18 844 482 204 5 827 703 442 446.8 d
3 14 8 2 790 300 754 1 429 724 866 519.7 d
3 14 9 17 068 936 12 725 845 43.4 d
3 14 10 4 490 4 117 4.1 h
3 14 11 0 0 3.3 s
4 17 2 1 1
4 17 3 6 6 0.03 s
4 17 4 3 3 < 0.01 s
4 17 5 4 4 < 0.01 s
4 17 6 0 0 < 0.01 s
4 18 2 3 1
4 18 3 79 42 0.08 s
4 18 4 79 31 0.13 s
4 18 5 201 67 0.08 s
4 18 6 0 0 0.04 s
4 19 2 7 1
4 19 3 1 365 191 0.51 s
4 19 4 12 368 1 995 4.7 s
4 19 5 74 113 1 495 16.1 s
4 19 6 4 4 20.1 s
4 19 7 0 0 < 0.01 s
4 20 2 21 1
4 20 3 30 334 183 16.0 s
4 20 4 6 409 721 65 517 2265.4 s
4 20 5 57 544 941 214 717 12.1 h
4 20 6 25 760 745 32.6 h
4 20 7 0 0
4 21 2 47 3
4 21 3 25 763 12.1 s †
4 21 4 246 546 229 21.7 h †
4 21 5 19 419 386 435 228.0 d †
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Table 1: Detailed computational results (cont.)
v N k δ # CA # UCA CPU time
4 21 6 3 100 200 221 2326.4 d †
4 21 7 1 005 135.4 d †
4 21 8 0 2.9 s †
5 26 2 1 1
5 26 3 15 15 0.87 s
5 26 4 3 3 0.07 s
5 26 5 6 6 < 0.01 s
5 26 6 6 6 0.01 s
5 26 7 0 0 < 0.01 s
5 27 2 3 1
5 27 3 540 347 16.0 s
5 27 4 385 193 7.2 s
5 27 5 3 104 1 240 2.9 s
5 27 6 11 603 3 463 14.1 s
5 27 7 0 0 22.3 s
5 28 2 7 1
5 28 3 34 318 8 042 224.9 s
5 28 4 263 321 70 992 894.5 s
5 28 5 4 388 439 210 311 2874.9 s
5 28 6 75 720 344 1 455 113 12.7 h
5 28 7 0 0 54.5 h
5 29 2 21 1
5 29 3 2 243 097 69 891 5808.2 s
5 29 4 3 148 843 19 884 44.3 h
5 29 5 2 36 022 31 315 1565.3 s
5 29 6 1 120 074 119 047 403.5 s
5 29 7 281 258 412.5 s
5 29 8 0 0 1.0 s
5 30 2 54 1
5 30 3 78 086 3947.2 s
5 30 4 3 002 015 967 60.8 d
5 30 5 5 501 626 305 645.8 d
5 30 6 197 049 834 211.8 d
5 30 7 18 857 165.0 h
5 30 8 0 72.9 s
6 37 2 1 1
6 37 3 231 231 6.0 h
6 37 4 13 13 6.2 s
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Table 1: Detailed computational results (cont.)
v N k δ # CA # UCA CPU time
6 37 5 0 0 0.10 s
6 38 2 3 1
6 38 3 30 491 21 371 156.0 h
6 38 4 8 865 6 215 1074.0 s
6 38 5 0 0 143.7 s
6 39 2 7 1
6 39 3 5 128 096 1 644 791 82.1 d
6 39 4 48 249 923 19 197 035 211.7 h
6 39 5 289 158 248.1 h
6 39 6 0 0 4.3 s
6 40 2 21 1
6 40 3 747 865 015 57 025 160 362.3 d
6 40 4 2 471 192 731 85 773 975 19213.0 d
6 40 5 1 388 128 192.1 d
6 40 6 0 0 10.9 s
6 41 2 54 1
6 41 3 581 769 269 756.9 d
6 41 4 3 1 771 354 037 3750.0 d †
6 41 5 2 61 351 541.7 d †
6 41 6 1 16 1154.5 s †
6 41 7 0 0.33 s
3.3 Double counting
To increase confidence in the computational results, we perform a consis-
tency check of the results by double counting. After the search starting
from CA(N ; k, v) is performed, we count in two ways the total number of
CA(N ; k + 1, v) that obey the restrictions used, that is, in some cases we
count only uniform arrays and in some cases only arrays that have δ covers
of size v that intersect pairwise in exactly one row.
The first way is to use the classification results to and the orbit-stabilizer
theorem to obtain ∑
C′
(k + 1)!v!k+1
|Aut(C ′)| ,
where (k + 1)!v!k+1 is the order of the group of symmetries in that case and
the sum is taken over equivalence class representatives C ′ of that case.
The second way is to use numbers that were stored during the search.
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Consider first a modified search that starts from all k-column arrays instead
of equivalence class representatives and considers all possible permutations of
symbols in the last column for each partition. If the techniques for rejecting
candidates of D in Section 3.1.2 would not be used, then every (k+1)-column
covering array would appear exactly once when adding one more column.
If the additional condition on the largest multiplicity of a symbol in the
last column is taken into account, then the proportion of (k+1)-column arrays
equivalent to C ′ that enter the isomorph rejection phase is the proportion
of columns in C ′ for which the largest multiplicity of a symbol is smallest,
denoted by α(C ′). Further, in the search starting from a fixed k-column
array C, let β(C,C ′) be the proportion of all partitions equivalent to C ′ that
pass the check 3 in Section 3.1.2; this can be obtained at the stage in the
search when all partitions of C equivalent to C ′ are considered. The total
count of (k + 1)-column arrays would now be
∑
C,C′
1
α(C ′)β(C,C ′)
,
where the sum is taken over all k-column arrays C and all C ′ that are exten-
sions of C and pass the check for Condition 3. The remaining techniques for
rejecting covers in D described in Section 3.1.2 do not reject any candidates
that satisfy Condition 3, so including them in the search does not change
this count.
In the modified search, arrays C ′ which differ only by a permutation of
symbols in the last column contribute the same amount in the sum, and the
searches starting from two equivalent C contribute the same amount to the
sum. Let S(C ′) be the number of ways to assign the symbols to the last
column (this equals v! if no two parts in the corresponding partition of C ′
are equal). Further, the size of the equivalence class of C is k!v!k/|Aut(C)|.
In the actual search, the count is then obtained as
∑
C,C′
k!v!k
|Aut(C)|S(C
′)
1
α(C ′)β(C,C ′)
,
where the sum is taken over the k-column arrays C that are used in the search,
and all C ′ that are extensions of C and pass the check for Condition 3.
4 Discussion of results
A summary of the current knowledge of the sizes of optimal coverings array
for small k and v is given in Table 2. In the table there are captions for
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v k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7 k = 8 k = 9 k = 10
3 9 j11i l12c c12k a13c c13k a14h
4 16 16 l19k a21k c21–22c c21–22f c21–24h
5 25 25 25 l29k b30–33h c30–35h c30–36e
6 m37k a39d b41h c41–42c c41–42h c41–46g c41–48n
Unmarked entries: orthogonal arrays. Captions: a) This paper, preliminarily
announced in [28], b) This paper, c) CAN(k, v) ≤ CAN(k+1, v), d) [3], e) L.
Rouse-Lamarre, reported in [7], f) [20], g) [24], h) [27], i) [29], j) Applegate,
reported in [35], k) [39], l) [40], m) [41], n) [13]
Table 2: Values of CAN(k, v) for 4 ≤ k ≤ 10 and 3 ≤ v ≤ 6
all bounds, except those that follow from orthogonal arrays: CAN(k, v) =
v2 when v is a prime power and k ≤ v + 1. Some of the lower bounds
attributed to the current work were obtained about two decades before this
paper appears in print. Those bounds, which were announced at a conference
in 2000 [28], are given a caption of their own to clarify priority issues. Some
of those results have later been rediscovered [2, 7, 42, 43]. Additionally our
computer search established that a CA(14; 11, 3) does not exist. The fourth
author found a CA(15; 20, 3) [27] so we additionally know that CAN(k, 3) =
15 for 11 ≤ k ≤ 20.
In the process of preparing this paper we noticed that the bound sources
listed in Table 2 of [27] are not the same as those in Table 1 but this difference
is not articulated in that article. To the best of our knowledge in Table 2 of
[27], b refers to [36], c is [27] and d is [38]. On page 149 of [27], “giving the
bounds marked with d in the tables” should read “giving the bounds marked
with b in Table 1 and c in Table 2”.
In every case in which we determined the size of an optimal covering array
by construction, we also determined that there exists a uniform covering
array of the same size. These results continue to support the conjecture that
optimal covering arrays can be found amongst the uniform covering arrays.
For the parameters CA(11; 5, 3), CA(12; 7, 3), CA(13; 8, 3), CA(13; 9, 3),
CA(19; 6, 4), and CA(37; 4, 6) every optimal array is also uniform. How-
ever for the optimal parameters, CA(12; 6, 3), CA(14; 10, 3), CA(29; 7, 5),
and CA(39; 5, 6) both uniform and non-uniform examples exist. Finally, for
the optimal parameters CA(21; 7, 4) and CA(41; 6, 6) we know that uniform
arrays exist, but we do not know if non-uniform examples also exist.
For the four optimal parameter sets where both uniform and non-uniform
arrays exist, CA(12; 6, 3), CA(14; 10, 3), CA(29; 7, 5), and CA(39; 5, 6), the
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v k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7 k = 8 k = 9 k = 10
3 9 11 12 12 13 13 14
4 16 16 19 21 22 22 22
5 25 25 25 29 31 32 32
6 37 39 41 42 42 44 45
Table 3: Lower bounds on UCAN(k, v) for 4 ≤ k ≤ 10 and 3 ≤ v ≤ 6
percentages of non-isomorphic arrays that are uniform are 84.61, 91.69, 91.81,
and 54.67, respectively. Combined with the optimal parameter sets where
every array is uniform we can see some provisional trends. The smallest
optimal parameter set for which non-uniform arrays exist is CA(12; 6, 3), for
which N is the smallest for the given k, but k is not the maximal possible
given N . We guess that non-uniform arrays will be more abundant when k is
not maximal for a given N . The second potential trend is that for a fixed v,
as N and k increase there are likely to be more non-uniform optimal arrays.
These are only limited observations from few data.
Table 3 shows the current state of knowledge for uniform covering arrays.
All entries are lower bounds, bold entries show arrays known to exist, and
underlined entries indicate a lower bound matching Theorem 1. The lower
bounds from Theorem 1 meet six known uniform covering arrays.
A lower bound in Table 2 that is smaller than the corresponding lower
bound in Table 3 indicates a candidate for a covering array that would refute
Conjecture 1.
Conjecture 1 and Corollary 2 would imply that CAN(v+2, v) ≥ v2+v−1,
which has also been conjectured in [36]. When v is a prime power, this would
mean that CAN(v+2, v)−CAN(v+1, v) ≥ v−1, which is a very large jump
for only adding a single column. In the case of v = 6, from Table 2 we can
see that the value of CAN(v+1, v) may be close to the value of CAN(v+2, v)
when v is not a prime power.
One exciting possibility is that CAN(8, 6) could be 41, meeting the bound
from Theorem 1; CAN(8, 6) is no more than 42. This suggests that the influ-
ence of the prime power status of v disappears very rapidly as k increases past
v + 1. However, none of the UCA(41; 6, 6) covering arrays can be extended
to a CA(41; 8, 6), so if they exist, then no subarray with six columns can be
uniform. This implies that at least three columns of a possible CA(41; 8, 6)
must be non-uniform. Since there are six non-uniform partitions of 41 into
six parts of size at least 6 there are 57 different partition patterns if only three
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columns are non-uniform. If more columns are non-uniform, the number of
cases increases. This indicates that exploiting this structure in an exhaustive
search may not be efficient. Exploiting it with a metaheuristic search could
be an option.
Conjecture 1 predicts that for every covering array, there a uniform cov-
ering array with the same parameters. We have seen examples of optimal
covering arrays which are not uniform, so we know that not every optimal
covering array is uniform. But we can ask for which parameters are all the
optimal covering arrays uniform? In this paper we found many examples, but
our examples are in cases where the number of rows is relatively small. When
v is a prime power it is possible to construct a CA(v2+ i(v2−v), vi(v+1), v)
for any i using a recursive construction and starting with an orthogonal ar-
ray (see, for example, [36]). We suspect that these parameters could be good
candidates for having every optimal covering arrays be a uniform covering
array.
A significant result from our work is that the number of known optimal
covering arrays for v > 2 and N > v2 is now 21 whereas before it was eleven.
Additionally the UCA(21; 7, 4) meet the bound from Theorem 1. This is the
first example of tightness and the implied structure, when k > v + 2. The
classification results from our searches are available at [18].
In this paper we only consider strength-2 covering arrays. Many of the
questions addressed in the paper may be interesting for higher strength cover-
ing arrays. The definition of “uniform” applies to covering arrays of any size
and it is interesting to ask if it is always possible to find an optimal covering
array, of any strength, that is also uniform. Extending Theorem 1 to strength
t would require counting pairs of rows which agree in at most t− 1 positions
and would be an interesting investigation. For strength t > 2, extending an
array with an additional column requires determining all of the strength t−1
subarrays which is more computationally demanding as t increase. The use
of nauty to compute automorphism groups depends mainly on the sizes of
the arrays and is not inherently more complicated as the strength increases.
For classification and fully understanding the structure of optimal arrays, we
do not see better options than exhaustive search.
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